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ProAct Safety Announces Offering of New Leader Mentoring and Coaching
Programs
Offered by globally recognized experts, the programs are designed to help leaders find
focus, and create and execute against custom strategy.
(The Woodlands, TX – May 21, 2019) ProAct Safety, a recognized pioneer of leadership and safety
excellence strategies, announced its response to the magnitude of requests for private mentoring by
creating three tiered offerings for personal development.
The introductory program, Finding Focus, gives leaders direct access to experts at ProAct Safety during a
six-month timeframe to develop and improve their effectiveness in their role and influence as a leader.
The guided program, Execution & Accountability, is where highest priority development areas are
crafted a detailed road map with specific dates of completion. Additional resources are provided to
supplement the knowledge growth for this intense collaboration. The advanced program, Goals and
Strategy, is an in-person engagement that focuses considerable time on personal and company goals
and strategy development. It includes enrollment in the guided program.
Galloway adds, “Over the past 25 years, we have found that even leaders without an immediate need
for a structured project or consulting support for a specific scope of work may occasionally want expert
advice and to know that a trusted advisor is available quickly if needed.”
For more details about these programs, visit https://proactsafety.com/solutions/expert-ondemand/private-mentoring-and-coaching.
ABOUT TERRY L. MATHIS
Mathis, ProAct Safety's founder and CEO, is known for dynamic presentations, work and writing in the
fields of behavioral and cultural safety, leadership, and operational performance. He is a regular speaker
at ASSE and NSC, as well as company and industry conferences. He has been a frequent contributor to
industry magazines for more than 15 years and is coauthor of five books, including bestsellers STEPS to
Safety Culture Excellence (WILEY, 2013) and Forecasting Tomorrow: The Future of Safety Excellence (SCE
Press, 2015). Terry has been listed four consecutive times as one of ‘The 50 People Who Most Influenced
EHS’ by EHS Today. Learn more about him at http://www.TerryLMathis.com.
ABOUT SHAWN M. GALLOWAY
Shawn Galloway is the President of the global consultancy, ProAct Safety, and coauthor of several
bestselling books. He is a columnist for several magazines and one of the most prolific contributors in
the safety industry, authoring over 500 podcasts, 200 articles and 100 videos. Shawn’s consulting clients
include most of the best safety-performing organizations within every major industry. He has received
awards for his significant contributions from the American Society of Safety Engineers Council on
Practices & Standards, listed in National Safety Council’s Top 40 Rising Stars, EHS Today Magazine’s 50

People Who Most Influenced EHS and ISHN Magazine’s POWER 101 – Leaders of the EHS World. Read
more about him and his work at www.ShawnGalloway.com.
ABOUT PROACT SAFETY
ProAct Safety is a global safety excellence consultancy. The company has completed more than 2,000
successful safety strategy, leadership, culture and Behavior-Based Safety projects in nearly every major
industry worldwide. Learn more at http://www.ProActSafety.com.

